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Victoria Dawn Justice (born February 19, 1993) is an American actress, singer, songwriter, and.
Find out how tall Victoria Justice is, discover other Celebrity Heights and Vote on how tall you
think any Celebrity is!.
Find out how tall Victoria Justice is, discover other Celebrity Heights and Vote on how tall you
think any Celebrity is!. Victoria Dawn Justice (born February 19, 1993) is an American actress,
singer, songwriter, and.
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Wendy Braun, Actress: It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia. Wendy Braun's successful career has
spanned over a decade of playing diverse roles in film, television and.
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Wendy Braun, Actress: It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia. Wendy Braun's successful career has
spanned over a decade of playing diverse roles in film, television and.
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Victoria Justice, Actress: Victorious. Victoria Dawn Justice, born February 19, 1993, is an
American actress and singer. She debuted as an actress at the age of ten. Find out how tall
Victoria Justice is, discover other Celebrity Heights and Vote on how tall you think any Celebrity
is!.
Victoria Justice , Actress: Victorious. Victoria Dawn Justice, born February 19, 1993, is an
American actress and singer. She debuted as an actress at the age of ten.
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Carly Shay (born July 24) is the protagonist of the TV series iCarly, and her own web show. Find
out how tall Victoria Justice is, discover other Celebrity Heights and Vote on how tall you think
any Celebrity is!. Carly is a teenager who lives with her 29 year old brother and guardian
Spencer, and produces her own web show, iCarly , from a studio she constructed in the her.
iCarly is an American teen sitcom that ran on Nickelodeon from September 8, 2007 until
November 23, 2012. The series, created by Dan Schneider, focuses on teenager.
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iCarly is an American teen sitcom that ran on Nickelodeon from September 8, 2007 until
November 23, 2012. The series, created by Dan Schneider, focuses on teenager. Carly is a
teenager who lives with her 29 year old brother and guardian Spencer, and produces her own
web show, iCarly, from a studio she constructed in the her. Victoria Dawn Justice (born February
19, 1993) is an American actress, singer, songwriter, and.
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iCarly is an American teen sitcom that ran on Nickelodeon from September 8, 2007 until
November 23, 2012. The series, created by Dan Schneider, focuses on teenager.
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Victorious (stylized as VICTORiOUS) is an American sitcom created by Dan Schneider that
originally aired on Nickelodeon from March 27, 2010 to February 2, 2013.
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spanned over a decade of playing diverse roles in film, television and.
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